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VINEYARD NOTES
The grapes for this wine come exclusively from the Dierberg Drum Canyon Vineyard located near 
the north eastern edge of the Sta. Rita Hills appellation. Located nearly 350 miles away from Land-
mark in Kenwood, this cool Santa Barbara County vineyard is exposed to the fog and consistently 
strong chilling sea breezes. This maritime influence that sweeps in daily from the Pacific Ocean in 
this uniquely East-West oriented valley provides afternoon cooling and a longer growing season 
rewarding our patience with grapes of great structure and complexity. Having worked with these 
Pinot Noir grapes since 2014 as a component of Landmark’s Sta. Rita Hills Appellation Pinot Noir, 
the 2016 vintage afforded us the opportunity to honor this source as a vineyard designate.  From 
this hillside vineyard we’ve observed that both the cluster and berry size are quite small due to the 
challenging growing environment and low fertility soils.  The result is a wine of unique character 
with a true sense of place, the Sta. Rita Hills. 

WINEMAKER NOTES 
The 2016 Dierberg Vineyard Pinot Noir comes from two small blocks in Drum Canyon on the 
Eastern Edge of the Santa Rita Hills Appellation. The Vineyard is southern facing slope. Both blocks 
were hand-harvested on the night of September 10th. Each block was destemmed separately, cold 
soaked and fermented in one ton lots. At dryness, the free run wine fraction was separately put to 
barrel and aged sur-lie prior to bottling. This wine was bottled unfined and unfiltered.

TASTING NOTES
Medium ruby purple in the glass with distinctively complex aromas of cherry, blackberry, rose petal, 
Medjool dates and dried aromatic herbs. Medium-bodied on the palate, the entry is a mix of red ber-
ries, ripe black cherry and berries, sweet spice with black tea tannins and savory cured meat on the 
mid-palate. Subtle minty accents join lingering fruit on the finish, perfectly balanced by structural 
elements of fresh acidity and moderate tannins that match the flavors of this wine and will help it to 
evolve nicely in the cellar up to seven years… if you can wait. 

SUGGESTED FOOD PAIRINGS
Enjoy with Truffle Tremor cheese or some prosciutto wrapped dates.

WINERY HISTORY
Nestled at the base of the Mayacamas Mountains in the Sonoma Valley, Landmark Vineyards  
epitomizes the rustic grace and beauty of Sonoma County. Since 1974, Landmark has been  
dedicated to producing handcrafted, ultra-premium chardonnay and pinot noir, sourcing grapes 
from unique vineyard sites throughout California to create rich, balanced wines.
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